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Abstract 

We develop a technique for extracting parallelism from ordinary (sequential) pro
grams. The technique combines two fine-grain, instruction level code transformations to 
achieve effects similar to the wavefront method. Such effects were previously available 
only as transformations at coarser levels of granularity. By integrating the strengths of 
the wavefront method with the ability to extract fine-grain, irregular parallelism at the 
instruction level, our technique exploits previously untapped parallelism. 

1 Introduction 

Progress in parallelizing compiler technology is perhaps the most important factor in trans

lating the promise of parallel computing-dramatically faster computation-into reality for 

most users. Much progress has been made, and many techniques developed for extracting 

parallelism from ordinary programs [Kuc76,AK82,FERN84,PW86,Cyd87] have been inte

grated into production tools. 

Compile-time parallelization techniques fall roughly into two, largely disjoint classes. 

The first class, fine-grain, low-level parallelization, extracts irregular parallelism at the in

struction level, but cannot deal well with parallelism at the level of loops1• The second 

class sacrifices irregular parallelism in favor of high-level, regular parallelism achieved by 

overlapping (partially or completely) loop iterations or full loops. Percolation Scheduling 

[Nic85] is an example of the first class of techniques; doacross [Cyt86] is an example of the 

second class. The strengths of these two approaches are complimentary; with the emergence 

of machines that can exploit both instruction-level and coarser forms of parallelism-such 

•This work was supported in part by NSF grant CCR-87-04367, ONR grant N00014-86-K-0215, and the 
Cornell NSF Supercomputing Center. 

1 While simple loop-unwinding may alleviate this problem, it does not eliminate it. 
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[KKP*81). We say that two iterations of a loop are dependent if any pair of statements 

from the two iterations is dependent. 

Our algorithm uses three low-level transformations of a program-graph: unroll, move, 

and delete. Unroll adds (unrolls) one copy of the original loop body at the end of the current 

loop body. We distinguish between the original and current loops because we alternately 

unroll and perform code motions. The move transformation moves a statement z from a 

node i to a predecessor of i if dependencies are not violated. The delete transformation 

deletes an empty node (a node with no statements) from the program-graph. A program is 

parallelized by application of these transformations, packing multiple statements into nodes 

for parallel execution. These transformations are based on the primitives of percolation 

scheduling. Complete descriptions of the transformations and the model of computation 

are in [AN88a]. 

For simplicity, we restrict the development to two nested loops with a single assignment 

in the loop body. The results apply directly to loops with any number of statements and 

arbitrary flow-of-control. Because of the simple flow-of-control in the example loops, we 

can adopt a representation more readable than program graphs. Statements are written 

in a standard high-level syntax. All statements on each line of a program are executed in 

parallel; successive lines are executed sequentially. 

3 The Wavefront Method 

The wavefront method [Mur71,Lam74,Kuh80,Wol82,Wol87] extracts parallelism from mul

tiple nested loops in many cases where parallelism cannot be found in any single loop. The 

traditional derivation of the wavefront method involves finding a legal wavefront (i.e., a 

line in two dimensions, a plane or hyperplane in higher dimensions) through the iteration. 

space. All iterations on the same wavefront may be executed in parallel. A legal wavefront 

preserves dependencies-two dependent iterations are executed in the same order as in the 

original loop. When a loop is executed in the wavefront ordering, iteration ( i, j) is executed 

at wavefront (time) step i * b + j, where the wavefront angle is arctan(-1/b).2 

2 We depict the iteration space in the first quadrant of the (i,j) plane; other authors have chosen the 

fourth quadrant [Wol87]. 
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4 Loop Quantization 

Loop Quantization [Nic87] is a technique for unrolling multiple nested loops. Loop un

rolling provides a large number of instructions-the unrolled loop body-for scheduling by 

instruction-level transformations (such as trace scheduling (Fis79] or percolation scheduling 

[Nic85,AN88a)). Unrolling nested loops is important because parallelism may be present in 

outer loops and not in the inner loop, or even across several of the nested loops. 

In general, loop quantization computes integers k1 , ••• , kn, where n is the number of 

nested loops. The original loop is unrolled k1 times on the innermost loop, then this new 

loop body is unrolled k2 times on the next innermost loop, and so on. The resulting loop 

L has an n-dimensional "box" of iterations of L as its loop body. All iterations in the box 

are executed before the box is shifted (by a "quantum" jump) along any of the dimensions. 

An example of a two by two quantization of the loop in Figure 1 is given in Figures 2a and 

2b.3 

Quantization alters the execution order of iterations of L and may therefore violate data 

dependencies. Conditions under which a quantization is legal are given in [AN87,Aik88]. 

The two by two quantization given in Figure 2b is illegal. As shown in Figure 3, the 

quantization box "cuts" a dependency illegally-iteration (i,j) must execute before iteration 

(i+ 1,j-1). 

Under certain conditions a mitred quantization can permit quantization where a normal 

quantization is illegal [AN87,Aik88]. Mitred quantization permits rhomboid quantization 

boxes instead of simple rectangular quantization boxes. For example, in Figure 4, the two 

by two mitred quantization is legal, because all dependent iterations are either included 

inside a quantized iteration or are satisfied by normal loop order execution in the quantized 

iteration space. Figure 2c shows the example loop after a two by two mitred quantization. 

Mitred quantization computes the slant of the quantization box from the dependencies 

of the loops. For instance, in Figure 1, iteration (i, j) is dependent on iteration (i + 1, j- 1). 

The slope of this dependency is -1/1. Mitred quantization selects as the slope of the sides of 

the quantization box the smallest negative slope of all dependencies. This produces a non-

,, Quantized loops require a small amount of extra code to handle boundary conditions; for details see 

[AN87,Aik88J. 
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( * Given nested loops where mitred quantization is legal *) 
Compute mitred quantization; 
repeat 

increase unrolling of the outer loop; 
repeat 

increase unrolling of the inner loop; 
compact 

until pattern detected; 
if pattern utilizes resources sufficiently 

then break ( * leave repeat loop *) 
until false; 
Apply perfect pipelining to other loops; 
Delete empty nodes; 

Figure 12: A compaction algorithm for nested loops. 

We have glossed over many details in this example. In general a non-trivial mitred 

quantization is required; this presents no additional problems. The start-up and wind

down code that appears after each perfect pipelining transformation is just the code that is 

left over after the pattern is extracted. We have implicitly assumed that the loop limits of 

the final loop are divisible by three and that the iteration space is at least three by three. 

Methods that introduce a small amount of extra code to correct for these assumptions are 

well known[CCK87J. 

6 The Algorithm 

The algorithmis given in Figure 12. The inner loop is repeatedly unrolled and compacted 

until a pattern is detected. If the resulting pattern does not fully utilize the machine's 

resources, then the outer loop is unrolled once and the process repeated. The effect of 

this procedure is to generate larger and larger pieces of the wavefronts executed by the 

wavefront method. Because mitred quantization applies under exactly the same conditions 

as the wavefront method (Lemma 4.1), and because wavefronts can be arbitrarily large 

(limited only by the size of the iteration space), a large enough quantization combined with 

perfect pipelining fills the machine's resources and the algorithm terminates. Pipelining on 

the other loops sustains utilization throughout execution of the nested loops. 

This technique extends naturally to higher dimensions in the same manner as the wave-
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